
AI Ideation and Integration Workshops for Enterprises 
 
Our consulting services are tailored to unleash the transformative power of Generative AI 
and OpenAI technologies for enterprises, facilitating innovative strategies and solutions 
that align with core business objectives. Through our ideation workshops, we empower 
organizations to harness the full potential of AI, driving e@iciency, innovation, and 
competitive advantage. 
 
Customer Value Proposition: 

We specialize in equipping businesses with the knowledge and tools necessary to integrate 
AI into their operations seamlessly. Our workshops are designed to spark creativity, foster 
innovation, and provide practical insights into leveraging AI technologies. Participants will 
leave with a clear understanding of how to apply AI solutions to solve real-world business 
challenges, enhancing productivity and fostering a culture of innovation. 
 
Connection to Microsoft Primary and Applicable Products: 

Our services are closely aligned with Microsoft's ecosystem, leveraging Azure for scalable 
AI model training and deployment, Power BI for AI-driven analytics, Copilot Studio for 
custom copilot development and Azure OpenAI services for enhanced productivity and 
collaboration. This integration ensures that our clients can smoothly adopt and implement 
AI solutions within their existing Microsoft infrastructure, maximizing the value of their 
investment in Microsoft products. 
 
Pricing Structure: 

The pricing of our services is variable, depending on the scope of the workshop, the level of 
customization required, and the number of participants. We provide detailed consultations 
to identify your specific needs and adjust the pricing, accordingly, ensuring transparency 
and alignment with your budget. 
 
Service Duration: 

The duration of our services varies based on the workshop format chosen and the depth of 
exploration desired by the client. Factors a@ecting duration include the complexity of the AI 
solutions being explored, the level of hands-on guidance required, and the breadth of 
business processes under consideration. 
  



Deliverables and Outcomes: 

For assessments, we deliver comprehensive reports outlining potential AI applications and 
their expected impact on your business. Implementations come with detailed project plans 
and timelines, while proofs of concept include prototype solutions and performance 
evaluations. Participants will gain a clear roadmap for AI integration, tailored to their 
specific business context. 
 
Briefings and Discussion Topics: 

Our briefings typically cover the latest trends in AI and OpenAI technologies, best practices 
for ethical AI use, and strategies for fostering an AI-ready culture within organizations. 
Discussion topics are customized to address the unique challenges and opportunities 
facing each client. 
 
Agenda for Multi-Day Workshops: 

For workshops extending beyond a single day, we provide a structured agenda that 
balances theoretical learning with practical application. An example agenda includes: 
 
Day 1: Introduction to AI and its business applications, overview of relevant Microsoft 
products (Azure, Azure OpenAI, Copilot Studio, Power BI). 
Day 2: Deep dives into specific AI technologies, hands-on sessions with AI tools, and group 
ideation activities. 
Day 3: Strategy development for AI integration, prototype creation, and action planning. 
 
 
Our approach ensures a comprehensive understanding and strategic roadmap for 
leveraging AI within your enterprise, tailored to maximize the benefits of the Microsoft 
ecosystem. 
 
 
 
 
 


